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ABSTRACT 
Results are established which relate the range and inertia of general trausforma- 
tions on positive definite matrices. Included are a bound theorem for certain eigen- 
values of these transformations, a characterization of positive definite preserving, 
completely positive transformations, and generalizations of the theoremswof Stein [8] 
and of Stein and Pfeffer [9]. 
In this paper we shall generalize some results of Wimmer [13], Stein [8], 
and Stein and Pfeffer [9], to transformations Y&, G acting on positive definite 
matrices. For some basic definitions and an explanation of notation the reader 
is referred to the earlier article [12] of this volume. 
We begin with a result which is partially contained and partially implicit 
in [l, Theorem 21 and [3, Theorem 41; further, it generalizes Theorem 1 of 
[13]. Some corresponding results for hermitian H can also be formulated. 
*The material in this paper forms a part of a D.A. Thesis [ll] written by Waters at Idaho 
State University under the direction of Hill. 
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THEOREM 1. Let A l,. . . , A, E _/Z,(C), quasicommutative, and G E zS. 
Zf H > 0, then 
(i) Y&,&H) > 0 implies that c#B~~ > 0, k = 1,. . . , n; i.e., r( -01, G) = n; 
(ii) F&,&H) a 0 implies that $kk > 0, k = 1,. . . , n; i.e., v(d, G) = 0; 
(iii) Y&, o( H) = 0 implies that C#Q~ = 0, k = 1,. . . , n; i.e., S( -01, G) = n; 
(iv) Y&, o( H) 6 0 implies that +kk < 0, k = 1,. . . , n; i.e., m(d, G) = 0; 
(v) Fd, & H) < 0 implies that +kk < 0, k = 1,. . . , n; i.e., Y( d, G) = n. 
Proof. Since A,,..., A, are quasicommutative, the Gaines-Thompson 
lemma (cf. [12]), an extension of Theorem 2 of [Z], guarantees the exist- 
ence of common (row) eigenvectors vk E C”: vkAi = CY~)V~, i = 1,. . . , s, 
k= I..., n. Fxsuch vk we have v~T~,~(H)v~ = vk(CS,j=lgijAiHAT)vE = 
(E;, j=igija~‘cx~j’)vkHu; = G~~u~Hz):. Since H > 0 and ok # 0 imply that 
vk Hvc > 0, results (i)-(v) follow immediately. n 
Using a Rayleigh quotient, we now obtain bounds for the values c#B~~, 
k = l,..., n, in terms of H > 0 and the image of H under Y&, o. This result 
generalizes Theorem 6 of [ 131. 
THEOREM 2. Let K = F&,&H) with H > 0, A, ,..., A, E M.(C), quu- 
sicommututive, and G E X8. Zf q1 < . . . < 77, are the eigenvulues of HP’K, 
then q1 < +kk < TJ,, k = l,..., n. 
Proof. Since H > 0, we have the existence of a square root H ‘12. Let 
A, = H-‘/2A,H’/2 i=l 
C!, j= rgi jdi A). A ‘straigh;fb;;vlasrll 
and l? = Hp1/2KH-1/2. Then l? = 
calculation shows that A,, . . . , d, are 
quasicommutative; thus, again appealing to the Gaines-Thompson lemma, 
we have the existence of (not necessarily distinct) common eigenvectors 
or ,..., v,EC” for A, ,..., A,. For k=l,..., n, we have v,I?v;= 




a Rayleigh quotient for I? E Xn. It is welI known [5, p. 1931 that such 
quotients take on real values between the smallest and largest eigenvahres of 
k. Since these eigenvalues are the same as those of H ‘j2EZ’H ‘I2 = HP ‘K, we 
have ni Q +kk < qn, k = 1,. .., n. n 
A linear transformation 7 is said to be positive definite preserving if 
Y(H) > 0 whenever H > 0; a characterization for Y to be completely 
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positive is that it can be expressed as Y&, c with G = I,. (By [7, Theorem l] 
this is equivalent to the result for arbitrary G > 0.) Thus our next result 
provides a characterization of alI completely positive, positive definite pre- 
serving linear transformations. Note that Theorem 2 of [12] characterizes 
positive definite preserving Fd, o where r(G) < 1 and v(G) < 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let A,,..., A, E A,(C). Then 9&,(H) > 0 for all H > 0 
iff f7f=,JTAi)= {O}, where JV( Ai) is the row null space of A i. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists 0 # x ~fl~=,M( A i). Then for any 
H > 0, xy&,(H)x * = Xi=ixAiHATx* = 0. Thus, F& ,(H) is not positive . s 
definite. 
Conversely, suppose that f-l:= ,M( A i) = {O}. Then given 0 # x E Q: “, we 
must have XA, z 0 for at least one 1~ k Q s. Thus, since xAiHATx* > 0, 
i=l >..., s, for all H > 0, we have xT~,~S(H)X* =C~=lxAiHATx* 2 
xAkHAz~*>O.Hence, F&,,JH)>OforaU H>O. n 
Stein [8] and Stein and Pfeffer [9] have studied the image of the set of 
positive definite matrices under Lyapunov and Stein type transformations, 
viz., H -+ AH + HA* and H + H - BHB*, respectively, for some A, B E 
M,(C). Observing that these transformations are special cases of F&,o with 
r(G) < 1, v(G) < 1, we generalize their results into this setting. In our 
development we need the following result (cf. [3, pp. 139%1401): 
CARLSON’S REDUCTION. tit A 1,. . . , A, E M,(C), simultaneously tri- 
angulable, with eigenvalues cwf), . . . , at), k = 1,. . . , n, under a natural corre- 
spondence, and let G E X3, with eigenvalues yi,. . . , ys. Then there exist 
simultaneously triangulable B,, . . . , B, E A,(C) with eigenvalues /3p), . . . , /?f”), 
k = l,..., n, under a natural correspondence, such that 
zYJY&,~(H)= i gijA,HA;= t yiBiHB; 
i,j=l i=l 
foraIl H~X~,and 
+kl = 2 gijajci)afi) = ’ 7 
i,j=l 
i~IYjPji’Pj” 9 
We note that in the proof of the above result, 
constructed as Bj = C;=ruijAi, j = 1,. . . , s, where 
k,Z=l,..., n. 
B l,...,Bs are actually 
U=(uij) is a unitary 
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matrix for which U*GU= diag{ yi,. . . , y,}. Although U is not unique, one 
may verify that this has no effect on our use of B,, . . . , B, (cf. [12]). 
The following theorem generalizes Theorems 1 and 2 of [8]. Note that the 
natural hypothesis r(G) < 1, V(G) < 1 is unnecessary. 
THEOREM 4. Let K E .%$ be given. There exist H > 0, A,,..., A, E 
A,(C), simultaneously trianguluble, and G E Xs with In(&, G) = (n,O,O), 
farwhich Fd,G(H)= Kiflr(K)> 1( i.e., iff K is not negative semidefinite). 
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition r(K) > 1 is immediate from 
Theorem 1 of [8]. 
Conversely, suppose that there exist H > 0, A,, . . . , A, E A,(C), simulta- 
neously triangulable, and G E Zs with In(&‘,G)=(n,O,O), for which 
Fd,,(H)=K,andlet xbeacommoneigenvectorforA,,...,A,.If n(K)=O, 
then xKx* Q 0, but, as before, xKr * = +kk~H~* > 0. Thus, r(K) > 1. n 
Given M E ./I,(C) and an eigenvahre X of M, we follow Stein and Pfeffer 
[9] in defining the index of h to be its geometric multiplicity (i.e., the number 
of linearly independent eigenvectors corresponding to A). If h,, . . . , A, are 
the distinct eigenvahres of M, then we define the maximal index of M to be 
the maximum of the indices of X,, . . . , h,. 
Our next result generalizes Theorems 1 and 2 of [9]. We continue to use 
yr, ya, B,, and B, as above. 
THEOREM 5. Let A,, . . . , A, E M,(C), simultaneously triangulable, and 
G E 3E”, be given with r(G) < 1, v(G) < 1, and In(@‘, G) = (n,O,O), and let 
m be the maximal index of {m B, ‘B,. Zf K E %*, then there exist H > 0 
and El,..., E, E A,(C), simultaneously similar to A,,. . . , A,, for which 
.7$.,-(H)= K iff r(K)> m. 
Proof. We note that if In( &, G) = (n, 0,O); then yr # 0, B, is nonsingu- 
lar, and {MB, ‘B, is convergent. 
Suppose that m(K) >, m. Then from Theorem 1 of [9] we have the 
existence of Z? > 0 and E = S(/mB;lB,)S-‘, for which fi - EfiE* = K. 
Let d_i = SA,,S- ‘, i = 1,. . . , s. Then by Carlson’s reduction, we have 
Y2, ,-( H) = ylBJ?& - ~yz~&?~& where hi = C;=,uijdi = Cf=luijSAiS-l 
= SBjS- ‘, j = 1,2. A straightforward calculation shows that 
K = t gijEiHE;, 
i,j=l 
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where 
and 
By Sylvester’s theorem H > 0, and we have &, o( H) = K as desired. 
Conversely, suppose that $, o(H) = K for some H > 0 and Ei = SAiS-‘, 
i = 1,. . . ) s. Let B,= SBiSSi, 
Y,&H& - IY~]~,H~& 
i = 1,2. Then, as above, K = T8 o(H) = 
and we have H - (Iv2\/yl)(s;‘B,)H(B,‘~~)* = 
h;‘KB,‘* = k. Now {-8;‘& is similar to /MB,‘&, so by 
Theorem 1 of [9], we have m(K) > m. Again appealing to Sylvester’s theorem, 
we have In K = In k; hence, m(K) >, m. n 
Given simultaneously triangulable A,, . . . , A, E J,(C) we may define the 
index of {ai’), . . . , ap)} to be the number of linearly independent common 
eigenvectors of A,, . . . , A, corresponding to af), . . . , CX~). The maximal joint 
indexof Ai,..., A, would then be defined as the maximum of these individual 
indices. Unfortunately we cannot generalize the above theorem to this setting. 
Consider the following example. 
Let G=diag{l, -l}, A,= B,=diag{l,2}, and A,= B,= diag{$,l}. 
Then the maximal joint index for A,, A, is 1. By computation, we have that 
JKKK1%= diag{i,&) , which has a maximal index of 2. Thus, the 
maximal index of Theorem 5 cannot be changed to be the maximal joint index 
of B,, B, or A, ,..., A,. 
The natural generalization of Theorems 3 and 4 of [9] is immediate, viz., if 
9 is the range of F& o(H) as H ranges through PD (the positive definite 
matrices), and 4 is the range of F8, JH) as H ranges through PD, where 
Ei = SAiS1, i = l,..., s, then k’ = S.%‘S*. In fact, using Sylvester’s theorem, 
one may easily obtain corresponding results for the ranges of Y&, o(H) and 
Y8 &H) as H ranges through any fixed set which is defined by some inertial 
condition; e.g., PD = {H E &’ n :~r(H)=n}, PSD= {HE%~ :v(H)=O} 
(the positive semidefinite matrices), etc. 
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